Barshim, Lyles excel on Day Five of Doha Worlds

Doha, yesterday.

The night at the Khalifa International Stadium yesterday

Barshim, the defending champion, came out on the occasion of the 70th anniversary of Her Highness Sheikha Moza bint Nasser at the Social Forum of Human Rights Council in Geneva.

Sheikha Moza's visit to Geneva was

Her Highness Sheikha Moza bint Nasser, Chairperson of Education Above All and Chairperson of the Board of Trustees of Tamkeen, joined UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Michelle Bachelet, to witness the signing of a memorandum of understanding (MoU) between the organisations.

The Social Forum 2019 brought together UN Member States' representatives, NGOs, civil society actors, and high-level figures, including UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Michelle Bachelet, to discuss "the promotion and protection of the rights of children and youth through education."

In her speech, Sheikha Moza made an impassioned case for the de-escalation of conflict, highlighting the personal stories of the children who are being caught in conflict with little or no access to education.

"The education of children, what has been lost will be impossible to restore. Where there is no education, there will be no nation. If we do not turn the tide, we will continue to see a dark picture."

She called upon the international community to take low accountability of the long-term, global effect of not ensuring every child has access to quality education.

Sheikha Moza proposed setting an annual international day for the protection of education during conflict to recognise and increase pressure on protection, as well as help identify missing gaps on a yearly basis. This day aims to keep protection of education at the top of the public agenda.

"The right to education remains more of a statement of principle rather than a reality for children in primary and secondary age children and youths out of school."

Qatar's Mutaz Essa Barshim reacts after clearing 2.30m to win the high jump title at the 2019 IAAF World Athletics Championships at the Khalifa International Stadium in Doha yesterday.

Barshim won his second world title in the men's high jump and his third world title overall.

Barshim said the win was dedicated to his family and friends who supported him throughout his career.

"I am very happy to win this title, it's a big achievement for me and my country. I want to thank all my supporters who have been with me throughout my career."


Sheikha Moza's visit to Geneva was part of the 70th anniversary of Her Highness' appointment as Chairperson of Education Above All.

"Education is the key to ensuring a better future for children and young people. We must work together to ensure that every child has access to quality education."

Sheikha Moza also emphasised the importance of protecting the rights of children and young people in times of conflict.

"Children are the future and their rights must be protected. We must ensure that they have access to education and other basic needs."

Sheikha Moza concluded her speech by thanking all those who have supported her work and promising to continue her efforts to ensure the rights of children and young people are protected.

Her Highness Sheikha Moza bint Nasser at the Social Forum of the Human Rights Council in Geneva, where she is giving a speech on the promotion of education in conflict through individual and collective efforts from the likes of governments to civil society.
Amir greets Nigeria president

Amir greets Nigeria president Muhammadu Buhari during a meeting at the Sheraton Hotel in Doha. Amir met with Buhari at the invitation of the Prime Minister and Minister of Interior of Qatar Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa Al-Thani and under the presidency of Catar Supreme National Committee for Dialogue. The Amir emphasized the relations between the two brotherly countries and ways to enhance them.

Cybersecurity contest begins at HBKU

The first Qatar International Cybersecurity Contest (QICC) opened Wednesday at Hamad Bin Khalifa University (HBKU) in partnership with Qatar Airways, started for the first time in the country.

The event was attended by Prof. Dr. Saad Al-Murakhi, Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, HE the Prime Minister and Minister of State for Defence Affairs, Dr. Khalid bin Mohamed Al-Attiyah, Chief of Staff to the Prime Minister, HE the Deputy PM, Dr. Khalid bin Mohamed Al-Attiyah, Chief of Staff to the Prime Minister, and HE the Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Dr. Ahmed bin Hassan Al-Thawadi.

The event was attended by Prof. Dr. Saad Al-Murakhi, Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, HE the Prime Minister and Minister of State for Defence Affairs, Dr. Khalid bin Mohamed Al-Attiyah, Chief of Staff to the Prime Minister, HE the Deputy PM, Dr. Khalid bin Mohamed Al-Attiyah, Chief of Staff to the Prime Minister, and HE the Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Dr. Ahmed bin Hassan Al-Thawadi.

Deputy PM holds talks with Omani Minister of Diwan

HE the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of State for Defence Affairs, Sheikh Ahmad bin Abdullah Al-Sabah, met with HE Sultan bin Saad Al-Muraikhi, Omani Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs, who arrived in Doha yesterday. During the meeting, the two sides discussed the latest developments in the region and reviewed bilateral relations between the two brotherly countries and ways to enhance them.

Qatar needs to prioritise sport to prevent violent extremism

Qatar must prioritise sport to prevent violent extremism, the Football for Peace initiative said yesterday. This came in a speech delivered by HE the Prime Minister of Qatar, Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani and His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani. The ceremony was attended by HE the Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, HE Dr. Amr Nabil El Mabrouk, and several ministry officials.

The MME also stressed that Qatar in this unjust criterion is unrealistic and unfair, and cannot reflect the reality of the environmental situation. The MME expressed the need to emphasize that Qatar is working hard to reduce its carbon emissions and that it is committed to the Paris Agreement.
**Qatar Refurbs Commitment to Enact Intellectual Property Law**

Quatar has affirmed its commitment to enact intellectual property law, creating an intellectual capital with international standards and supported by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) to achieve the goals of sustainable, knowledge-based economy.

In a statement of Qatar affirmed during the WIPO session of the Assembly of the Member States of WIPO in June, Qatar’s Permanent Representative to the World Intellectual Property Organization, Ambassador Ali Khalid Al-Mannai, said that the country was currently implementing the recommendations of the Assemblies of the Member States toward the Intellectual Property law, which is still being finalizing changes to international conventions relating to intellectual property and others, is fully aware of the importance of a global network of intellectual property to protect the citizens and the citizens of all member states.

Ambassador Al-Mannai affirmed the efforts exerted by the member states to maintain the goals of the WIPO interaction, that all are still talking about the same time for launch.

Local writers are encouraged to attend the Annual QNL Forum for Qatari Writers on October 16 and 17. A story-writing workshop will be held after the Children's Literature Award workshop.

Qatar National Library (QNL) will host an awareness programme, within the framework of the implementation of the National Information and Awareness Department, said that Qatar's loyalty to teachers as the society in general by supporting modern industries and organizations, such as the region's population, who are interested and who are ready to contribute to the main guarantees to achieve Qatar's vision 2030.

The umbrella of all efforts and hard work, which are being realised through the exhibitions, school programmes, and the cooperation of the Culture and Education, Exhibitions Department, Qatar Museums (QM) successfully held an event under the guidance of the Assemblies of the Member States that will ensure the protection of intellectual property and others, is fully aware of the importance of an intellectual capital with international standards and supported by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) to achieve the goals of sustainable, knowledge-based economy.

He added that Qatar is ready to cooperate with the WIPO in the framework of the implementation of the WIPO Convention, and its goals of sustainable development of the nation, as well as its commitment to fulfill the obligations of the WIPO interaction, that all are still talking about the same time for launch.

Local writers are encouraged to attend the Annual QNL Forum for Qatari Writers on October 16 and 17. A story-writing workshop will be held after the Children's Literature Award workshop.

Qatari schools have affirmed their commitment to enact intellectual property law, creating an intellectual capital with international standards and supported by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) to achieve the goals of sustainable, knowledge-based economy.

He added that Qatar is ready to cooperate with the WIPO in the framework of the implementation of the WIPO Convention, and its goals of sustainable development of the nation, as well as its commitment to fulfill the obligations of the WIPO interaction, that all are still talking about the same time for launch.
Ashghal to launch third phase of Ta’heel

The first contract that will be tendered includes road improvement works in various areas within the geographical boundaries of Umm Stal, Al Dayeen and Al Shamal Municipalities.

The initiative provides Qatari investors in the construction sector with the opportunity to implement small projects that qualify them to be a part of the country’s strategic projects in the future and contribute to the local economy.

With the contract of the new four projects signed, the total number of signed projects has reached 12. In December 2018, Ashghal signed four contracts in the first phase of the initiative while four more were signed in April 2019 during the second phase.

The third contract is being tendered to allow for the selection of the tenderer for these projects in December 2019 and launch road improvement works in the first quarter of 2020.

Ashghal to set open Tilted Intersection on October 4

As part of the development works, number of lanes at the new intersection was increased from three main lanes in each direction and two service lanes to accommodate approximately 5,000 vehicles per hour.

Ashghal has completed the asphalt works on Al Luqta main road which consists of four lanes in each direction from the east of Tilted Intersection until west of Al Wajbah Interchange. The remaining works will be completed in 2020 third quarter.

The project includes 11 km of dual carriageway with two lanes in each direction. It has seven main intersections, service roads along the carriageway and cycle, pedestrian and camel paths.

Traffic diversion on Tilted Intersection

The Public Works Authority (Ashghal) has announced a temporary traffic diversion on Tilted Intersection because of water main maintenance works. The closure, in coordination with the General Directorate of Traffic, has been announced in order to allow the smooth flow of Tilted Intersection and accelerate the completion of infrastructure works. Ashghal has announced that by 9am on Huwar Street will have to use the roundabout to go to Al Luqta Street, heading towards Al Rayyan, will have to use the roundabout to go to Al Luqta Street, heading towards Al Rayyan, and continue straight until Al Um Slal and Al Daayen Municipalities. The second contract includes road improvement works in areas within Umm Stal Municipality while the third phase includes road improvement works within geographical boundaries of Al Shamal Municipality and the fourth one covers road improvement works within Al Dayeen and Al Shamal Municipalities.

To get qualified, they need to complete the right training programs through Ashghal’s website and meet the set regulations and requirements in terms of quality.
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Festival City woos Sushi aficionados

D ubai’s Festival City has an-
nounced another exclus-
eive offer for its visitors from Maison de Sushi, a health and wellness-oriented restaurant.

The launch of its new menu, Maison de Sushi recently introduced its latest ‘Maison de Sushi’ at Festival City. Customers will get to enjoy the

buffet for Q20 for adults and Q18 for children aged 4-11. The global sushi chain plans to build on its existing customer base by offering an extensive variety of sushi, rolls, and other Japanese dishes.

The restaurant’s menu includes popular sushi items such as nigiri, sashimi, tempura, and miso soup, along with traditional Japanese side dishes and desserts.

Sushi aficionados will be treated to a variety of options, including nigiri, temaki, maki, and sashimi. The restaurant offers over 20 different sushi varieties, ensuring something for everyone.

The launch of the new menu is in line with the restaurant’s commitment to providing authentic Japanese cuisine in a health-conscious environment. The

GBX unveils website in Nepal

GCC’s website recently in celebration of the

Agricultural Technology与

Mol services logs 17mm transactions

The Ministry of Information’s (MoI) General Directorate of Post and Telecommunications has announced that Mol services, a leading

Gulf Exchange unveils website in Nepal
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Artist shows ties between Italy and Qatar have No boundaries

By Joey Aguilar

Qatar's digital strategy has full Meeza support

By Peter Alagos

Porsche Centre Doha welcomes the new 911

By Jayaram

Improved driving dynamics
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Kahramaa holds awareness workshop for consultants

Qatar National Committee for Water and Environment (QNCWE) organized an awareness workshop for engineers, consultants and private companies in co-operation with the Ministry of Administrative Development, Labour and Social Affairs, the Qatar Chamber, and the International Labour Organization (ILO) for the ILO Project Office in Qatar. The workshop aimed to launch an awareness campaign at food outlets, municipal control departments and workers in the hospitality sector, in order to cope with the latest violations detected on the ground during recent inspections. The number of heath and food inspections and the violations detected during the campaign has reached a total of 207 violations at the food outlets and 16 violations at the municipal control department. Meanwhile, the consultant GME provided health, safety and hygiene training for the most important restaurateurs.

ILO official hails Qatar’s role in safeguarding rights

Chair of the Labour Migration and Development Committee of the International Federation of Employers (IOE) Stephanie Wilcox has praised Qatar’s role in safeguarding rights of workers, especially in the hospitality sector.

Kahramaa’s team works in joint companies but rather seeks to strengthen dialogue between departments.

minister says more labour reforms under study

C hief of the Labour Migration and Development Committee of the International Federation of Employers, Stephanie Wilcox, has praised Qatar’s role in safeguarding the rights of workers, especially in the hospitality sector.
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Indian ambassador P Ramaswamy told Gulf Times that Menon was a 'living legend' who was 'well known to everyone' and never left anyone disappointed. Without any discrimination, he used to help everyone in need and in many cases personal people who approached him for help. Menon was the former minister of communications and information technology, and has left a great brand. A true giant and a noble human being whose loss is tremendous.

A condolence meeting will be held today at ICC Ashoka Hall at 3pm to pay homage to Menon, who was born on September 28, 1925. The community has lost a great loss, which has left a deep void in the epistle of love forever towards Menon. Everyone used to rush to him in any need and he never left anyone disappointed. Without any discrimination, he used to help everyone in need and in many cases personal people who approached him for help.

Menon is survived by wife Jayasree Krishna Menon, his sons in-law and Silpa Menon Ritesh Puthiya Veetil (UK) are Menon’s sons-in-law and Sijima Menon in the Philippines.

BY VICTOR DAVIES

Long-time (De) resident and (De) journalist, Paramekavu, at Apollo Hospital in Chennai, in- Cherril Krishna Menon, popularly known as C Menon, passed away at Apollo Hospital in Chennai, on Tuesday, 6 pm.

Indian Cultural Centre (ICC) president A V Ramesh, who represented the community has lost a great loss, which has left a deep void in the epistle of love forever towards Menon. Everyone used to rush to him in any need and he never left anyone disappointed. Without any discrimination, he used to help everyone in need and in many cases personal people who approached him for help.

The public will have the opportunity to pay homage at the Indian embassy premises, and from 2pm to 4pm and from 6pm to 8pm (Indian time) at residence in Thiruvananthapuram.

China’s official media outlets to open offices at Qatar Media City

Chinese official media outlets will open office at Qatar Media City to focus on China’s relations with the Middle East and the rest of the world.

Qatar News Agency (QNA) and Xinhua News Agency (XNA) have signed an agreement to open offices at Qatar Media City in Doha.

QNA General Director, Dr Hassan Rashid al-Derham, and XNA Director General, Mr Deng Zhaoyi, signed the agreement during a meeting in Doha. The agreement aims to promote bilateral relations between Qatar and China.

The agreement was signed by the Xi Jinping’s administration, which is focused on promoting the China’s Belt and Road Initiative.

Under the arrangements of the agreement, both XNA and QNA will provide news and information on China’s relations with the Middle East.

The agreement also aims to promote cooperation between the two media organizations in the fields of news, information and cultural content.

QNA will open an office at Qatar Media City to focus on China’s relations with the Middle East, while XNA will open an office to focus on Qatar.

The agreement was signed during a meeting between Dr al-Derham and Deng Zhaoyi, who stressed the importance of promoting bilateral relations between Qatar and China.

The agreement aims to promote cooperation between the two media organizations in the fields of news, information and cultural content.

The agreement was signed by the Xi Jinping’s administration, which is focused on promoting the China’s Belt and Road Initiative.
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Two killed, 200 injured in Iraqi protests after police open fire

The government has said that the protests are illegal and that the security forces were acting in self-defense. However, the protests have continued despite the government's efforts to quell them.

The violence in Iraq has raised concerns about the stability of the country, which has been grappling with political and economic challenges in recent years. The government has been trying to address these issues, but the protests have made it difficult.

The UN has called on all parties to exercise restraint and avoid further violence.

Jordan's striking teachers reject govt call to return to work

The teachers, whose average salary is around 450 dinars ($1,000) per month, say they have been left with no alternative but to strike in protest of the new education reforms.

The government has said that the reforms are necessary to improve the quality of education and that it is willing to negotiate with the teachers.

The strike has been met with mixed reactions, with some people supporting the teachers' demands and others criticizing their actions.

Turkey will go its own way on Syria, ‘safe zone’

Turkey's announcement comes as tensions rise in the region, with other countries, such as the US, also considering military options to deal with the threat of ISIS in Syria.

The situation in Syria remains complex, with various forces, including ISIS, the Kurdish YPG militia, and the Turkish-backed Syrian National Army, fighting for control.

The Turkish government has said that it will continue to work towards a political solution for Syria, but it has also emphasized its commitment to protecting Turkish citizens and interests in the region.
Trump pushes back against impeachment investigation

By Paul Holmes, AFP

Washington

The Trump administration is planning to launch a major legal battle against the impeachment investigation of the president, according to sources familiar with the administration's preparation to withstand what they see as a political witch hunt.

The committee’s “impeachment powers” can “be used to investigate the president, his officials, his associates, his political opponents, and the administration was prepared to use them if we are sued,” said one inside the White House.

Pushing back, the president’s lawyers pointed out that the investigation was not limited to the president himself, but also included those around him. They emphasized the need to protect the president’s communications with his aides and associates.

The president’s team also stressed the importance of protecting the executive branch from the political influence of the impeachment inquiry.

Trump’s team has already begun by filing a lawsuit in the US District Court for the District of Columbia, challenging the constitutionality of the impeachment process.

Court backs ‘Net neutrality’ rollback, with caveats

By Bruce Tommaso, Reuters

Washington

A federal court upholding the Federal Communications Commission’s net neutrality rollback rules was vacated by the US Supreme Court, which left it up to the lower court to apply the regulations.

The Supreme Court had previously stayed the rules, allowing the FCC to move forward with the rollback. However, the court had lifted that stay, allowing the rules to take effect.

The court’s ruling was a victory for the FCC, which had been seeking to roll back the net neutrality rules implemented under the Obama administration.

Young Canadians’ love affair with Trudeau on shaky ground as election nears

By Paul Holmes, AFP

Canada’s federal minister of national revenue, the opposition Conservative leader and the main opposition party leader have all said that they will not support the government’s request for a vote in the House of Commons on the issue of net neutrality.

The Conservative leader has stated that he will support a motion to roll back the net neutrality rules, while the opposition leader has said that he will not.

The minister of national revenue has also stated that he will vote against the government’s request, saying that the rules are “unfair and unnecessary.”

Ex-Dallas cop convicted in wrong-apartment slaying

By Bruce Tommaso, Reuters

Dallas

A former Dallas police officer was convicted of murder on Wednesday in the shooting death of an innocent victim in her own apartment.

The trial, which lasted two weeks, resulted in the conviction of Amber Guyger, who had been on duty at the time of the shooting.

Guyger was found guilty of murder and sentenced to life in prison.

The case has sparked a national debate about police brutality and the use of deadly force.

The former officer had been on duty when she entered a错误的公寓, killing an innocent person.

The conviction follows a trial that lasted two weeks, during which the prosecution and defense presented evidence about the officer’s actions.

The jury deliberated for nearly three days before reaching a verdict of guilty.

Support for Trump impeachment rises to 45%: poll

By Paul Holmes, AFP

Washington

Support for impeaching US President Donald Trump has risen to 45%, according to a new poll.

The poll, conducted among 1,000 likely voters by the Washington Post and ABC News, found that 45% of respondents said they supported impeaching the president, while 41% said they favored removing him from office.

The poll also found that a majority of respondents, 53%, said they believed Trump had committed impeachable offenses.

Trump’s approval rating has fallen to a new low, with only 28% of respondents saying they approve of his performance.

In recent weeks, Trump has faced criticism for his handling of the Ukraine scandal, which has led to calls for his impeachment.

Canada Conservative campaign on cutting foreign aid

By Paul Holmes, AFP

Ottawa

The Canadian Conservative party, which is running in the federal election campaign, has released new campaign ads that say “Canada can do more.”

The party is promising to cut foreign aid by $1 billion over the next five years, which would bring the total spending on foreign aid to $2.6 billion annually.

Canada’s foreign aid spending has been a controversial issue in recent years, with the opposition parties saying that more aid is needed to help the world’s poorest countries.

Canada’s Conservative party leader has said that its foreign aid spending is “too high” and that the party will cut it.

Conservatives have also promised to cut the federal government’s spending on climate change, saying that it is not the government’s role to regulate the economy.

The party has also promised to increase Canada’s participation in international peacekeeping missions.

Canada’s foreign aid spending has been a controversial issue in recent years, with the opposition parties saying that more aid is needed to help the world’s poorest countries.

Canada’s Conservative party leader has said that its foreign aid spending is “too high” and that the party will cut it.

Conservatives have also promised to cut the federal government’s spending on climate change, saying that it is not the government’s role to regulate the economy.

The party has also promised to increase Canada’s participation in international peacekeeping missions.
A protestor carries a bamboo stick during clashes with police at a riot. Following protests near the Indonesian Parliament building, in Jakarta yesterday.

---

### Indonesia

#### Indonesia scraps plan to close island

Indonesia has scrapped plans to close an island as a bovine disease and an island more than 500 people have been reported arrested.

#### Thai PM says no ties to country after Egypt arrests student

The Thai prime minister said yesterday that his country has no ties to the country.

#### Lanka imposes tougher penalties to save elephants

The Sri Lankan government has imposed tougher penalties to save elephants.

---

### Bangladesh

#### Bangladeshis murdered in South Africa in four years

More than 400 Bangladeshis have been murdered in South Africa in recent weeks.

#### Over 400 Bangladeshis murdered in South Africa in four years

### Malaysia

#### Over 400 Bangladeshis murdered in South Africa in four years

### Indonesia

#### Indonesia scraps plans to close dragon island

The Indonesian government has scrapped plans to close an island due to a bovine disease and an island.

#### Thai PM says no ties to country after Egypt arrests student

The Thai prime minister said that his country has no ties to the country.

#### Lanka imposes tougher penalties to save elephants

The Sri Lankan government has imposed tougher penalties to save elephants.
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#### Thai PM says no ties to country after Egypt arrests student

The Thai prime minister said that his country has no ties to the country.

#### Lanka imposes tougher penalties to save elephants

The Sri Lankan government has imposed tougher penalties to save elephants.
North Korea says to hold nuclear talks with US this week

President Xi Jinping declared yesterday that “no option would be left” if the US continued to put pressure on North Korea, in a speech marking the 70th anniversary of the People’s Republic of China.

Mr Xi was speaking at a ceremony at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing in front of a giant portrait of late Chinese leader Mao Zedong.

“Mr Xi delivered a speech involving the ‘Chinese dream’ and national rejuvenation,” said a foreign ministry spokesman.

“Mr Xi drew hundreds of warning shots from some 15,000 troops in a military parade to celebrate 70 years of Communist rule. It built on from several 10,000 troops in the north of the country who were held in Beijing when talks, nuclear missile and a re-occurrence of the Korean War, was held in a stadium overlooking Beijing’s Tiananmen Square.

The People’s Liberation Army parade, which began in the morning and lasted for more than an hour, was watched from a rostrum by President Xi Jinping and other Communist Party leaders watched from a rostrum.

A lavish parade made a public appearance with road closures and even a ban on drones made a public appearance with road closures and even a ban on drones. The People’s Liberation Army was followed by a pageant showcasing new national hardware, including China’s first nuclear-capable intercontinental ballistic missile with range enough to reach the entire United States. The missiles were seen by more than 100,000 civilians.

China marks 70 years of communism with progress on display

S Korean fighter jets fly patrol over islands disputed by Japan

North Korean leader Kim Jong-un has allegedly run over and killed an estimated 20 kangaroos after he crashed his vehicle on the country’s eastern coast. The man with his vehicle on the country’s eastern coast.

On Sunday, October 2, 2019

China, which has long said the two sides agreed to have “preliminary contact” on October 4 and hold working-level negotiations the following day, the North’s vice foreign minister Credit: AP

China marks 70 years of communism with progress on display

S Korean fighter jets fly patrol over islands disputed by Japan

At least two killed in bridge collapse after Taiwan typhoon

A bridge in eastern Taiwan collapsed yesterday, killing four people after two boats were pulled from the water and being towed to hospital, the agency said. Late yesterday, shortly after 11:00, boats that were trapped in a boat and sent to hospital, the agency said.

The rescues were conducted in the southern-eastern coastal town of Hualien yesterday, the coast guard said. The rescues were conducted in the southern-eastern coastal town of Hualien yesterday, the coast guard said.

The two sides agreed to have “preliminary contact” on October 4 and hold working-level negotiations the following day, the North’s vice foreign minister.

The People’s Liberation Army marked its 70th anniversary on Monday, October 1, 1949. The People’s Liberation Army was followed by a pageant showcasing new national hardware.

The North’s vice foreign minister said at an impromptu meeting at the South Korean presidential Blue House yesterday that “no option would be left” if the US continued to put pressure on North Korea.

The People’s Liberation Army marked its 70th anniversary on Monday, October 1, 1949. The People’s Liberation Army was followed by a pageant showcasing new national hardware.
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The People’s Liberation Army marked its 70th anniversary on Monday, October 1, 1949. The People’s Liberation Army was followed by a pageant showcasing new national hardware.
Corbyn must lead any caretaker govt: McDonnell

Guardian News and Media

Over the last 10 years, the government has seen the number of people in debt rise by 30% and the number of food banks open up by 500%.

The government is set to announce a £200mn plan to tackle gang violence, in a move that could see up to 12,000 police officers deployed.

The plan, to be announced by the Home Secretary, Priti Patel, will be part of a strategy to tackle violence across the country and follows accusations that the government has been slow to act.

The plan includes a £10mn fund to support police and crime commissioners, as well as a £100mn fund to support local authorities and charities.

A spokesperson for the government said: "We are committed to taking action against gang violence and we welcome the announcement of this funding, which will help to support law enforcement agencies across the country.

"We will continue to work closely with local authorities and charities to ensure that we are doing everything we can to protect our communities."
Suspected drug dealer convicted of murder after years on run

Arcuri ‘got visa from scheme run by former Johnson official’

Homeless deaths at record high last year

McGechan backs access for women to education

Girls aged 14, 16 held after man found dead
**EU's top court rules on Internet tracking 'cookies'**

Internet rules must actively accommodate companies' desire for digital connectivity, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) said in a ruling which could significantly affect e-privacy regulations.

The ruling stems from a 2013 case when the German Federal Netzwerke des Datenschutzes, a group that had sought legal action against online battery company Facebook, which had a pre-checked tick-box to authorize the use of cookies.

The consumer organization argued that users were not informed that the company would use their personal data for tracking purposes.

The German Federal Court of Justice said the ECJ's highest court in the EU must rule on the Federal Netzwerke des Datenschutzes' claim that Facebook had failed to bring its procedures into line with EU law.

Mr Justice Brugger of the German Federal Court of Justice said the ECJ was asked to determine if Facebook, a social media giant, was in breach of EU law for its privacy settings.

Facebook was not immediately available for comment, while Twitter has declined to commit to changes in its data protection regulations.

The ruling stems from a 2013 case when the German Federal Netzwerke des Datenschutzes, a group that had sought legal action against online battery company Facebook, which had a pre-checked tick-box to authorize the use of cookies.

The case predates General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the 2018 Internet Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) – the May 2018 Internet Privacy Regulation.

To regulate cookie usage.
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India justifies e-cigarette ban in court with attack on Juul

Beant Singh's family challenges govt decision on killer

IANS

IANS

New Delhi

The government of India has formally notified the ban on e-cigarettes in the country, which was imposed in late 2019 and widely challenged in court, including by Juul, a US-based e-cigarette company. The government had previously said it was reviewing the ban, but has now decided to keep it in place.

India is one of the world's largest consumers of tobacco products, and has seen a rise in the use of e-cigarettes in recent years. The ban was imposed to counter the growing trend of e-cigarette use, which the government said was linked to a rise in lung illnesses and deaths.

The ban, which came into effect on October 26, 2019, was challenged in court by companies such as Juul, arguing that it was an unconstitutional and arbitrary decision.

A three-judge bench of the Delhi High Court heard arguments in the case on December 20, 2019, and was due to give its judgment on February 6, 2020. However, the court was adjourned indefinitely due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The government has now informed the Supreme Court of the decision to maintain the ban, which will be heard on November 14.

The government's decision to ban e-cigarettes was based on concerns about their health effects, including the implication of lung illnesses and deaths. The government also pointed to the need to protect the health of children and young people, who are particularly vulnerable to the effects of e-cigarette use.

The government has also argued that the ban is necessary to protect public health, and that it is in line with international norms.

Juul, which is based in San Francisco, California, has argued that the ban is unfair and arbitrary, and that it violates the principle of freedom of trade.

The company has also argued that the ban is likely to have a negative impact on the global e-cigarette market, and that it will cost the government a significant amount of revenue.

The government has said that it will continue to monitor the situation and will take appropriate action if necessary.

The decision to maintain the ban is likely to be challenged in court, and the Supreme Court will hear the case on November 14.
was under treatment here for a while but his ailment. A close aide told IANS that Chandy Ahead of five crucial assembly by-elections to

A man walks past a wall mural portraying Mahatma Gandhi, in Mumbai yesterday ahead of Gandhi's 150th birth anniversary. Indians

Gandhi Jayanti celebrations

The Swachh Bharat Mission, a cleanliness drive launched by the government, will be held from tomorrow, the last day of the week-long celebration to mark the 150th birth anniversary of the Father of the Nation, at 7.20am.

All Delhi MPs and senior BJP minister Harsh Vardhan urged the public to participate in the event for cleanliness in Delhi's Shalimar Bagh and other parts of the country will celebrate Gandhi's birthday today.
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**Crisis in Peru as parliament dissolved**

**Peru**

President Martín Vizcarra shut down Congress in Lima, Peru, yesterday.

Police keep watch outside Congress after President Martín Vizcarra shut down Congress in Lima, Peru, yesterday.

Earlier, President Nicolas Maduro of Venezuela resigned by fax from his parents’ house as the opposition movement called him to resign. Maduro, who was elected by the legislature last May, is suspected of grafting and corruption.

The last remaining state of the country’s most populous region, Las Alas, is transferred to a new presidential administrative authority.

Venezuela’s economy is in crisis, with hyperinflation and a severe economic downturn.

Venezuela is a key oil exporter and its oil industry is critical to the country’s economy.

The country is facing severe economic and political challenges, with high inflation and a lack of basic commodities.

**Bolsonaro ‘fires land rights chief’**

Brazil’s President Jair Bolsonaro fired the head of the federal agency in charge of land rights, an official who had been critical of the government’s policies.

The former chief, Bruno Araújo, had been appointed in 2018 by former President Michel Temer, who was later arrested on charges of corruption.

Bolsonaro is accused of abuse of power and corruption.

The firing came amid protests against the government’s policies, which have been criticized for their impact on the environment and indigenous peoples.

The move has sparked outrage and increased criticism of the Bolsonaro administration.

**Pemex ‘plans to take control of US firm’s huge oil find’**

Mexico’s state-owned oil company, Pemex, plans to take control of a huge oil find discovered in the Gulf of Mexico.

The find, known as the Talos field, is estimated to contain over 5 billion barrels of crude oil.

Pemex chief executive, José Antonio Gonzalez Meza, said that Pemex would take full control of the field, which is located in the Gulf of Mexico.

The discovery is seen as a significant boost to Mexico’s energy sector and a major step forward in the country’s efforts to diversify its energy sources.

The move comes amid a broader push by Mexico to increase its oil production and cut its dependence on imports.

**Poverty rate jumps in Argentina**

Argentina’s poverty rate has soared to nearly 40%, according to a new report.

The report, by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), found that poverty levels have more than doubled in the last year, with more than 7 million people living in poverty.

The government has been criticized for its handling of the country’s economic crisis, which has been exacerbated by the coronavirus pandemic.

The new figures come as the government is preparing to announce a new set of economic measures to help the country recover from the pandemic.

The government has announced plans to increase spending on social programs and provide relief for those most affected by the crisis.

However, critics say that these measures are not enough and that more needs to be done to address the root causes of poverty in the country.
**Outcry as new envoy to UN is appointed**

**Indian ex-premier declines invitation to Kartarpur opening**

Former Indian prime minister and former finance minister Manmohan Singh has declined to attend the inauguration ceremony of the Kartarpur Corridor, a joint Indian-Pakistani project that aims to facilitate the movement of people to a Sikh shrine near the border.

The report states that Lodhi was appointed Un ambassador from the United Nations in 2012. The minister said that Lodhi will promote Pakistan's cause in the important international forum.

**Sindhi ban on use of plastic bags in effect**

The ban came into effect on November 1, 2018, after the Sindhi government passed a law in 2017 to reduce plastic pollution and promote environmental sustainability.

**Big hike in tourist traffic in five years**

Tourists visiting the Gurdwara maintenance staff.

**Love letters**

**Pakistan**

The government has also announced plans to increase the number of tourists from India, with a focus on promoting the local economy.

**Rescuers save UK climbers on Koyomountain**

A rescue team was deployed to evacuate the climbers from the mountain, where they were stranded for over a week. The climbers were rescued using helicopters and were transported to a nearby hospital.
1,896 ‘killed in Metro Manila drug war’

By Darwin Pesco

The total number of deaths in the war on drugs has reached 1,896, the National Police earlier reported during a press conference.

Former probe agency chief names cops with drug links

By Jodyrin I. Juante

The missing 126 kilograms of drugs which were estimated to be worth 58 million pesos were turned over to the National Bureau of Investigation (NBI) after being seized during the anti-drug operations conducted by the Philippine National Police (PNP) in the first six months of this administration,上午’s Juante reported.

In 460 anti-drug operation conducted, 21 PNP officers were killed and 239 wounded, 203,754 drug suspects arrested and 180 kilogrammes of illegal drugs were seized.

Meanwhile, murder incidents in Metro Manila tripled under the three years of President Rodrigo Duterte’s administration, according to former Police General Oscar Albayalde.

"We admit that there are a number of policemen who are reportedly dirty, corrupt or involved in illegal drug trading, but they still serve the same function in the maximum of the people," Albayalde said.

"I will not say that the police force did not face any problems during its operation, but it is what the people are fighting," he added.

"We have the chief of the PNP and after him the directorate general of criminal investigation and operation. We have the mayor and Provincial Inspection Office, the police force. The war against it, the police force did not succeed without the help of the people," he added. As to Magalong’s statement that he “terminated” the PNP chief and said he is already appointed as Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency chief, Albayalde said. The former NCRPO chief missed the president’s confidence at the start of this administration, he added.

"Let this president decide, I by no means will resign for the most singular, public servant I think I am least offended by (the) said reporters."

"We have full confidence in the president on the accountability of the PNP."

"The truth must come out, " he added.

"The truth must come out," he added.

"If there is a security threat, I will not tolerate any form of obstruction of the law enforcement's will," he added.

"In the meantime, they will not forgive and forget, " he added.
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Negative rates: Hard questions about growth plans of central banks

In the upside-down world of negative interest rates, how do you gain guarantees on a car? It does not happen that often.

The European Central Bank doubled down on its negative rate policy in October and now signals it will pay banks to deposit their interest simply for depositing much of their spare cash with it. If it was an attempt to make them lend it to kickstart the economy.

Several of Europe’s central banks cut interest rates below zero in 2014, and then Japan followed. By mid-2016, some 500 million people in a quarter of the world’s economies were living with rates in the red.

Unlike before the 2008 financial crisis, the idea is to just lend, spur inflation and reinvigorate the economy after other options are exhausted.

To battle the global financial crisis triggered by the collapse of Lehman Brothers in 2008, many central banks cut interest rates near zero. A decade later, interest rates remain low in most countries as a result of subdued economic growth. With little room to cut rates further, some major central banks have turned to unconventional policy measures, including negative rate policy.

The euro area, Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden and Japan have allowed rates to fall to below zero, weakening a country’s currency by making it a less attractive investment and boosting imports.

Skeptics say this measure helps weaken a country’s currency by making it a less attractive investment and boosting imports. A weaker currency gives a country a export’s competitive advantage and boosts inflation.

This is one of US President Donald Trump’s motivations for targeting China for its growing trade surplus, devaluing the yuan.

But here’s the flip side. If banks make more customers pay to hold their money, advocates of negative rates say they help weaken a country’s currency by making it a less attractive investment and boosting imports.

A weak currency gives a country’s export’s competitive advantage and boosts inflation.

There are limits to how deep central banks can push rates into negative territory — depositories can avoid being charged negative rates on their bank deposits by choosing to store actual banknotes instead.

In order to do so, negative interest rates are an act of desperation, a signal that traditional policy options have proved ineffective and new limits need to be explored. They punish banks that hold cash instead of lending it out.

If banks make more customers pay to hold their money, cash may go under the mattress or into a safe instead, robbed lenders of a crucial source of funding and perhaps even triggering a bank run.

There is also the possibility that the plunge in long-term interest rates would frighten many consumers into believing that their retirement savings were being eroded, leading them to save more and spend less.

It’s an unforeseen move that has distorted financial markets and triggered complaints that the strategy is backfiring. Negative rates will either mark the start of a new era for central banks, or finally expose the limit of their powers.
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Gandhi’s legacy is under threat in modern-day India

Gandhian ideology has been questioned in India, with a growing number of politicians reaping political benefits from it or simply paying lip service to it.

Among politicians, there is no new wave of self-superseding Gandhi followers who can deliver effective satyagraha. The coffers of Gandhi’s ideology are thick with half-baked nationalists, who see no need for portraying Gandhi’s real legacy.

Parkar is credited as the first of civil society movements in India, as she brought together almost 300 groups by founding National Alliance of People’s Movements. To succeed, Gandhian tactics have to blend in with ideas from other movements.
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Lease contract: Lessor’s obligations

According to the law. In other words, prevail. Specifically, this article will the landlord. In consequence, when effectively.

The IS resurgence is partly the result of Trump’s December 2018 decisions to withdraw all US troops from Syria and halve the number in Afghanistan. This communications offensives is enabling

Similarly, the resurgent IS 1.0 uses journals and social media to spread globalist万画スラウハントフェルト新聞が世界を結び太平洋。After that, he can

Bradley Johnston, an of research, "So there may be a reduction – or change the “old school” approach

Dietary guidelines from the US National Cancer says that processed meat contains "probably carcinogenic. “ While red meat is "not likely to be carcinogenic", while red meat is "probably carcinogenic.

Regrettably, the Trump administration
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Khadi in spotlight as Indian embassy celebrates Gandhi’s birth anniversary

By Joseph Varghese

On the occasion of the 15th birth anniver- sary of Mahatma Gandhi, popularly known as the Father of the Nation, Indian envoy in collaboration with Qatari-Gulf Times, organized a commemorative event focusing on Gandhi’s life and achievements. The event witnessed a large gathering as people came together to honor Gandhi, an event that is held annually on October 2 (today) in the Gulf region.

Gulf Times reporter speaking to the gathering during the event underlined the significance of Gandhi’s contributions to the Indian community. “Gandhi’s principles of non-violence and self-sufficiency have left an indelible mark on the Indian community and have been instrumental in shaping the modern India,” he said.

Former Qatari Health Minister Dr. Khalifa al-Thani, Director-General of the Qatar Red Crescent Society and Director of the Qatar National Blood Transfusion Center, also spoke about the importance of Gandhi’s teachings and how they can be applied in today’s world.

The event also featured a fashion show presenting some of the most prominent designers and models in the Indian fashion industry. The season of khadi, a traditional Indian fabric made from hand-spun and hand-woven cotton, was also a prominent feature of the event. Khadi is known for being eco-friendly and sustainable, making it a popular choice among environmentally conscious consumers.

“Khadi is a symbol of the Indian way of life, and it represents Gandhi’s principles of simplicity, self-sufficiency, and non-violence,” said Prasad Bidapa, a fashion consultant and stylist. “It is a fabric that embodies Gandhi’s ideals and is a reminder of his legacy.”

The event concluded with the release of a commemorative stamp by the Indian ambassador P Kumaran and the Qatari Gulf Times reporter, marking the 15th anniversary of Gandhi’s birth.

Doha considering bid for 2030 Asian Games

Olympic champion Sydney McLaughlin, who won the 400m hurdles World champion title on Monday, is a strong contender to win the 2030 Asian Games. McLaughlin’s impressive performance in the 400m hurdles might suggest she is a strong candidate for the 2030 Asian Games.

However, Doha is not the only contender for the 2030 Asian Games. Other cities such as Hangzhou,卡希姆, and Tokyo are also in the running. The decision will be made by the Asian Olympic Committee, which will announce its choice in the coming months.

WISH exhibition highlights the works of award-winning photographer Giles Duley

Photographs by Giles Duley, a British photographer known for his work in conflict and disaster zones, were on display at the WISH exhibition in Doha. The exhibition showcased Duley’s work on health and conflict, particularly focusing on the impact of war on children.

Duley’s photographs were accompanied by a book, “WISH: World Health Information System,” which highlights the importance of health information systems in conflict zones. The book aims to raise awareness about the challenges of providing health care in war zones.

“The exhibition is a testament to the power of photography in provoking thought and action,” said Duley. “Through my work, I hope to raise awareness about the impact of war on children and the importance of health information systems in conflict zones.”

Giles Duley, a British photographer known for his work in conflict and disaster zones, was also present at the exhibition to discuss his work with visitors.

Barshim, Lyles excel on Day Five
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The last day of the World Athletics Championships in Doha saw some impressive performances from Indian athletes. The Indian team, led by Armand Duplantis of Sweden, won the men’s pole vault final, as Kendricks defended his world title. The other highlights of the day included Armand Duplantis of Sweden, who won the men’s pole vault final with a new world record, and Armand Duplantis of Sweden, who won the men’s pole vault final with a new world record.

The day started off with a bang as the Indian team won the 4x400m relay event, followed by a strong performance in the men’s long jump event. The Indian team then went on to win the men’s 1500m race, with Armand Duplantis of Sweden winning the gold medal.

The day concluded with a strong performance by Armand Duplantis of Sweden, who won the men’s pole vault final with a new world record. The Indian team’s performance was lauded by officials and spectators alike, who were impressed by the team’s dedication and hard work.

“Today was a day to remember for Indian athletics,” said a team official. “Our athletes showed great determination and discipline, and it paid off today.”